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way surprising, for the only rulers other than Carolingian had
been members of his family ; his great-uncle Odo, his grand-
father Robert, and his uncle Raoul had all been kings before
him.
The Capetian gut what has made his election appear to future genera-
hereditary1 ^ons so different from that of his ancestors is the fact that,
succession while their reigns were episodes interspersed in the history
of the Carolingian dynasty, he founded a new line of kings
which lasted for over three hundred years. It was at the
time only the election of a new king; it turned out to be
the beginning of a new dynasty. As there were no rivals of
the old legitimate line, it was easy for the early Capetians
to obtain in their lifetimes the election of their sons, and
they were fortunate in that there was always a son to succeed
his father. Thus Robert II was already king when Hugh
Capet died, and he caused his own eldest son Hugh to be
crowned; as Hugh died before him, the second son Henry I
was elected and, in spite of his mother's partiality for her
third son Robert, succeeded in due course. The age of the
heir made no difference; Philip I was only seven years old
when he succeeded Henry. From being the custom, heredit-
ary succession to the throne became the law in France, the
rights of the eldest son being paramount; when at last the
male line failed in the fourteenth century, the only question
was, who was the next heir.
Advantages        Besides the fact that there was no rival house competing
of the	w}tk them for the mastery, the early Capetian kings were
overthcfr    obviously much  more favourably  placed  than the  later
Carolingian   Carolingians.   Hugh Capet had an extensive domain with
predecessors parjs as jts centre, and numerous adjacent counties under
his  lordship.   The  fragmentary  remnants   of  Carolingian
domain, too, naturally passed to the king, while adjacent to
them were the territories of the faithful archbishop of Rheims,
and farther south his brother's duchy of Burgundy.   He had
nothing to fear from the invasions which had exposed and
perpetuated the weakness of the Carolingians.   The Magyars
had made their last raid, and Normandy had become an
integral part of the French kingdom;   its duke, Richard I,
was married to the king's sister.   There was no conflict with
Germany, for the Capetians had no claim to Lorraine, and
there was no excuse for a German protectorate.

